How to Play:

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!
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Times Table Challenge: 3x

Numbers:

- 6
- 9
- 12
- 15
- 18
- 21
- 24
- 27
- 30
- 33
- 36
How to Play:

• Roll two dice
• Add the dice together
• Multiply by the times table
• Colour in the answer
• Whoever colours in the most WINS!
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Times Table Challenge: 5x

Numbers:
- 45
- 50
- 55
- 60
- 15
- 20
- 25
- 30
- 35
- 40
How to Play:

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!
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### How to Play:

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!

### Times Table Challenge: 8x

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
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Times Table Challenge: 12x

36  144  96  84  96  48  84  48  60  120  108  96  84  132  108  60  36  96  84  60  72  60  24  132  108  96  84  120
How to Play:

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!
**How to Play:**

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!

**Times Table Challenge: 14x**

- 70
- 56
- 42
- 168
- 28
- 154
- 84
- 140
- 112
- 98
- 84
- 126
- 98
- 112
- 56
- 136
- 98
- 42
- 56
- 98
- 56
- 154
How to Play:

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!
How to Play:
- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by itself
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!
How to Play:

- Roll two dice
- Add the dice together
- Multiply by the times table
- Colour in the answer
- Whoever colours in the most WINS!